


Station Working Rules



 It is essential that every Railway official concerned with

the movement of trains on the electrified section, have a

thorough understanding of the precautions to be taken to

ensure safety of staff working on the OHE under power

blocks. The reasons for the precautions and the nature of

the precautions are therefore given at some length in the

following paragraphs.



The protective measures are -

(a) Longitudinal Protection: To stop movement of electric

rolling-stock running on the same track on which a

section has been made dead and power block has been

granted.

(b) Transverse or Cross Protection: To stop movement of

electric rolling-stock running Into a section, which has

been made dead, from another track or from a siding

through crossovers.



1. At all points where interrupters or isolator switches are provided the

overhead lines are sectioned and insulated (air gap) overlap span is

provided. The arrangement adopted is shown in Fig.



 The OHE from the direction 'X' is anchored on mast D

while that from direction 'Y' is anchored on mast 'A'.

 The two systems are held apart by steady arms from masts

'B' and 'C' and are kept insulated from each other, there

being sufficient air gap between them.

 The two contact wires are, however, running parallel to

each other at about the same level between OHE masts 'B'

and 'C'.



 When a locomotive passes form 'B‟ to 'C', the pantograph

will normally be in contact with and receive power from

both the contact wires but when passing either between 'A'

and B' or between 'C' and 'D', It will be in contact with

only one contact wire.

 Since the isolator switch provided is normally in closed

position, it connects the two OHE together and, therefore,

they are both energized at the same voltage.



2. If a power block has taken on Section 'Y' and the isolator

switch is in open position, it will be seen that the OHE from

direction 'Y' (dotted lines) is dead and earthed whereas that

from direction 'X' Is live at a potential of 25 kV.

• The pantograph of electric rolling-stock while passing

between OHE masts 'B' and „C‟ will short circuit the live

and dead contact wires.

• Such a movement will on danger the life of staff who

may be working on the dead OHE section 'Y', apart from

producing destructive arcing resulting in severe damage

to the pantograph and the contact wire.



3. To avert such disastrous effects, under no circumstances

should electric rolling-stock be admitted into the

Insulated overlap separating the dead section on which a

power block has been taken from live sections.



1. Section Insulators have been provided on cross-overs to

separate and insulate different sections of OHE from each

other, e.g., the Up track from the Down track, the main

line from the siding yard, OHE inside at loco maintenance

shed from the yard lines.



2. A section insulator, comprises of a strain insulator, with

two runners connected to one of contact wires . The

runners are at the same height as the contact with the other

side, and also shaped so as to allow a smooth passage of

the pantograph underneath. The two runners overlap with

the contact wire on the other side for a short distance to

ensure that there is no interruption of the current drawn by

the locomotive as it passes under the section insulator.



3. Electric rolling-stock with raised pantograph should,

therefore, never be allowed to pass below a section

insulator if a power block has been given on one of the

tracks, as the pantograph will momentarily connect the

live OHE with the dead OHE, while bridging the runners

and contact wire. This again energizes the dead section

and endangers lives of those who are working on it.



4. In view of its extreme importance the rule is again

repeated: Under no circumstances should electric rolling

stock be passed below an insulated overlap span or a

section insulator which separates a dead section on which

a power block has been granted, from the line section.



1. Before a power block is granted the Section Controller

should advise the Station Masters, Yard Masters and Cabin

Assistant Station Masters concerned to protect the dead

sections, both longitudinally and transversely. It is only

when all the Station Masters and Cabin Assistant Station

Masters concerned have confirmed that this has been done,

the Section Controller can advise TPC agreeing to the

grant of power block.



The Station Master, Yard Master and Cabin Assistant

Station Master concerned will continue to maintain

protection till the power block is cancelled by the Section

Controller.

2. The Section Controller will in turn permit removal of

protection only after the power block is cancelled by TPC.



1. In view of the large number of possible movements which

may accidentally energize a dead section under a power

block, the various protective measures to be taken by each

Station Master, Cabin Assistant Station and Yard Master

when power block is granted for the various sectors, sub-

sectors or elementary sections should be catalogued in the

Station Working Rules for each station.



2. It is the duty of every Station Master, Yard Master and

Assistant Yard Master to be thoroughly familiar with these

instructions so as to be able to carry out efficient and

quickly the protective measures prescribed.

3. The Station Working Rules should contain-

(a) rules to be generally observed by all stations;

(b) a chart giving exactly what precautions have to be

taken for granting power, blocks on each sector, sub-

sector or elementary section; and



(c) a drawing showing the wired and unwired tracks as

well as the sectionalizing arrangements including the

position of signals and points referred to in the chart

mentioned above. This drawing is the only valid

document to be referred to for the purpose of granting

power block.

No modification of the installation shall be done without

its first being incorporated in the above drawing.

In case of large stations, a copy of Station Working Rules

may be issued to each cabin.



4. Every Station Master/Yard Master/Asstt. Station master

shall be trained for the purpose and be fully conversant

with all the local switches/isolators/crossovers and special

instructions applicable to the equipment provided at the

station and as laid down in the Station Working Rules to

enable him to operate isolators under instructions from

TPC.



The protection of a dead section is achieved by the following

means:

(a) In the normal running direction, movements of trains are

generally controlled by signals.

Protection is obtained by placing a "Red Warning Collar"

on the signal lever controlling the concerned signals,

painted with inscription "Beware - No Voltage".



(b) If the points and signals are locally operated, they should

be locked and the keys controlling the lever; or lever

frames should be kept with the Station Master on duty.

When the signal cabin or lever frames are controlled

electrically by a Station Master or a Cabin Assistant

Station Master, the Station Master or Cabin Assistant on

duty shall place the warning collars on the relevant slides

of electric slide instruments or on the relevant keys of

electric transmitters or interlocked key boxes.



This action must be taken by the Cabin Assistant Station

Master or the Station Master, as the case may be, in

respect of each and every movement prescribed in the

Station Working Rules and after completion, confirmation

should be given to the Section Controller to enable him to

agree for the power block to be issued by the TPC.

In a large yard several warning collars may be required.

Sufficient number of warning collars should be kept in

each station/cabin. The exact number provided should be

indicated in the corresponding Station Working Rules.



(c) Once a warning collar is placed on the signal lever, it shall

not be removed except after exchange of messages with

private number.



1. In cases where no signal exists for controlling the entry of an

electric train into the dead section, the Station Master should

arrange a hand stop signal to be exhibited at the point up to

which alone the electric locomotive Is allowed to proceed.

If it is necessary for an electric locomotive to carry on shunting

movement towards the dead section, the red warning collar

placed on a lever may be removed to permit the movement,

provided that a hand stop signal as above to exhibited and the

Driver is specifically instructed not to move the loco beyond the

point.



• If it to essential to carry out a shunting operation with an electric

locomotive situated at point 'A' on the loop line to move into the

main through the turn-out, this may be permitted provided that

the shunting movement to carried out only up to limiting mast

'P', short of the overlap span, where a hand signal is to be

exhibited to prevent all movements beyond the point 'P'.



3. Train or shunting movements by other than electric

locomotives, i.e., by steam or diesel locos, may be

permitted to enter the dead section, provided that the

Station Master ensures by personal inspection that the train

formation does not include an electric locomotive or OHE

Inspection Car or EMU with pantograph raised. The "red

warning collars" may be permitted to be removed to a flow

such movements.



Goods or Passenger trains hauled by other than Electric

locomotives may be allowed to pass through the dead section

subject to the following conditions:-

(a) This has not been prohibited specifically in the power

block message.



(b) Steam or diesel engine or trains hauled by such engines

shall be brought to a stand at the station preceding the

station/section at which power block is granted and the

Station Master of this station shall satisfy himself by

personal inspection that there is no electric locomotive in

the train in question.

(c) He shall also give a Caution Order to the Driver of such

engine or train warning him of the power block ahead and

instructing him to watch for hand signals and observe

them.



(d) No station master shall give line clear or lower signals for

a train to run over a section under power block ahead

unless he has received an assurance (supported by Private

number) from the Station master of the preceding station

that there is no electric locomotive or inspection car with

pantograph raised in the train.

(e) Whenever a red warning collar has been removed for

permitting a movement towards dead section, it shall be

replaced back on the signal control lever immediately

after the movement is completed.



For purposes of the above rule the term Electric Rolling Stock

does not include electric rolling stock hauled dead as a vehicle

or OHE inspection Car with its pantograph removed or

securely locked down.



SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY

STATION WORKING RULES FOR 25 KV AC ELECTRIC TRACTION FOR KUNKI STATION

Sl. 

No.

Description 

of electrified 

section

Steps or precautions to be taken during Electric 

power block in respect of Elect. Locos hauling 

the trains or running light or standing with 

pantograph raised

For granting 

Power Block

For restoration  

of power

Longitudinal Protection Transverse 

Protection

1 SECTOR :-

1. MIK/ TSS -

SNY/SP    

(UP & DN)

1. Line clear shall not be given 

to MIK for UP train.                                        

NIL (Ensure that BM-

64, BM-375 at 

SNY/SP & SS-

284 at MIK  are 

on open 

condition.)                                  

Open BM- 46 at 

MIK/TSS                         

Open BM- 47 at 

MIK/TSS                                                                                                                      

Close BM- 47 at 

MIK/TSS                         

Close BM-46 at 

MIK/TSS                   
2. Reception and departure 

Signals shall be kept at 

danger.                         

3. Line clear shall not be given 

to KND  for DN train.                                        





SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY

REVISED STATION WORKING RULES FOR 25 KV AC ELECTRIC TRACTION FOR KUNKI STATION

Sl. 

No.

Description of 

electrified section

Steps or precautions to be taken during Electric power block in 

respect of Elect. Locos hauling the trains or running light or 

standing with pantograph raised

For granting Power Block For restoration  of power

Longitudinal Protection Transverse Protection

2. SUB-SECTOR :-

KND/ SSP-

KZU/SSP  (DN)

1 Line clear shall not be given to 

KND for DN train.                                  

NIL Open BM- 364 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                         

Open BM- 50 at KND/SSP                                    

Open BS-44 at KND AAPL/SSP

Close BM- 364 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                        

Close BM- 50 at KND/SSP         

Close BS-44 at KND AAPL/SSP        2 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KZU towards KND 

on DN main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 388/S4.

3 Reception Signals for DN train 

shall be kept at danger.                         

KZU/SSP- KND/ 

SSP (UP)

1 No train shall be sent towards 

KND on UP main line.

NIL Open BM- 363 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                         

Open BM- 49 at KND/SSP                 

Open BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP                               

Ensure that SS-378 & SS-271  at 

KND is on open condition.)                                         

Close BM- 363 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                        

Close BM- 49 at KND/SSP           

Close BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP     2 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KZU towards KND 

on UP main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no.-388/S13.

3 Departure signal for UP train 

shall be kept in danger.

KZU/SSP- MIK/ 

TSS (DN)

1 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KND towards KZU 

on DN main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 388/S10.

1.The cross over point 

connecting UP&DN main line at 

KND end of station shall be set 

against to entry of the train.

Open BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                         

Open BM- 362 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                         

Close BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                         

Close BM- 362 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                        

2 Reception & Departure signal 

for DN train shall be kept in 

danger.

MIK/TSS -

KZU/SSP             

(UP)                        

1 Line clear shall not be given to 

MIK for UP train.                                        

1.The cross over point 

connecting UP&DN main line at 

KND end of station shall be set 

against to entry of the train.

(Ensure that SS-284 at MIK is on 

open condition.)                      

Open BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                         

Open BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                         

Close BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                         

Close BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                                                                                                        

2 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KND towards KZU 

on UP main line is  prohibited 

beyond structure no. 388/S19.

3 Reception & Departure signal 

for UP train shall be kept at    

danger.                         



3. ELEMENTARY SECTION:-

E/S - 470 1 No train shall be sent towards 

MIK on DN main line.

NIL Open BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                                                                              

Open BM- 362 at KZU/SSP                                

Open SM- 61 at KZU                          

Close BM- 362 at KZU/SSP                          

Open BM-362 at KZU/SSP           

Close SM- 61 at KZU                

Close BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                    

Close BM- 362 at KZU/SSP         

2 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KZU towards MIK on 

DN main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 386/S26.

3 Departure signal for DN train 

shall be kept at    danger.                         

E/S - 472 1 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KND towards KZU 

on DN main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 388/S10.

1.The cross over point 

connecting UP&DN main line at 

KND end of station shall be set 

against to entry of the train.

Open BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                                                                              

Open BM- 362 at KZU/SSP                                

Open SM- 61 at KZU                          

Close BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                          

Open BM-47 at MIK/TSS           

Close SM- 61 at KZU                 

Close BM- 47 at MIK/TSS                 

Close BM- 362 at KZU/SSP         

2 Reception & Departure signal 

for DN train shall be kept at    

danger.                         

3 Any movement of train from the 

direction of MIK towards KZU on 

DN main line is prohibited 

beyond structure No.388/S20.

E/S - 472A 1 Line clear shall not be given to 

KND for DN train.                                  

NIL Open BM- 364 at KZU/SSP                                

Open BM- 50 at KND/SSP                          

Open BS-44 at KND AAPL/SSP              

Open SM- 64 at KND                                                    

Close BM-50 at KND/SSP      

Open BM- 50 at KND/SSP                          

Close SM- 64 at KND                  

Close BS-44 at KND AAPL/SSP           

Close BM- 364 at KZU/SSP                                                   

Close BM-50 at KND/SSP                        

2 Reception signal for DN train 

shall be kept at  danger.                         

E/S - 463A 1 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KZU towards KND 

on UP main line is prohibited 

beyond structure No.389/S-13.

NIL Open BM- 363 at KZU/SSP                         

Open BM- 49 at KND/SSP                   

Open BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP        

Open SM-63 at KND                            

Close BM-49 at KND/SSP                   

Close BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP

Open BM- 49 at KND/SSP                  

Open BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP      

Close SM-63 at KND                      

Close BM- 363 at KZU/SSP                                                                       

Close BM-49 at KND/SSP            

Close BS-45 at KND AAPL/SSP

2 Departure signal for UP trains 

shall be kept in danger.
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E/S - 463 1 Any movement of train from the 

direction of MIK towards KND 

on UP main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 387/S27.

1.The cross over point 

connecting UP&DN main line at 

KND end of station shall be set 

against to entry of the train.

(Ensure that SS-284 at MIK is 

on open condition)                       

Open BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                         

Open BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                   

Open SM-62 at KZU                            

Close BM-46 at MIK/TSS                     

Open BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                         

Close SM-62 at KZU                     

Close BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                          

Close BM-46 at MIK/TSS

2 Departure signal for UP train 

shall be kept at danger.

3 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KND towards KZU 

on UP main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 388/S19.

E/S - 461 1 Line clear shall not be given to 

MIK on UP train.

NIL (Ensure that SS-284 at MIK is 

on open condition)                           

Open BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                         

Open BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                   

Open SM-62 at KZU                            

Close BM- 361 at KZU/SSP               

Open BM- 361 at KZU/SSP         

Close SM-62 at KZU                       

Close BM- 46 at MIK/TSS                   

Close BM- 361 at KZU/SSP                                            

2 Any movement of train from the 

direction of KND towards KZU 

on UP main line is prohibited 

beyond structure no. 387/S35.

3 Reception signal shall be kept at 

danger.

NOTE: 1. For any unusual movement of Electric locos the Station Manager/ Asstt. Station Manager on duty must refer to the " Electric traction 

working Diagram" of his station and ensure that there is no chance of energising a section where Electric power block has been 

granted.

2. Points leading to unwired tracks shall not, under any circumstances be used for the movement of Electric locomotives with 

Pantograph raised.

3. Following Station Working Rule Diagrams has to be followed.TRD/CKP/SWR/53/99 for KZU, 

TRD/CKP/SWR/51/99-Mod `D` for KND and TRD/CKP/SWR/54/99 for MIK 
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Sl. 
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Description of 

electrified section

Steps or precautions to be taken during Electric power block in 

respect of Elect. Locos hauling the trains or running light or 

standing with pantograph raised

For granting Power Block For restoration  of power

Longitudinal Protection Transverse Protection

3. ELEMENTARY SECTION:-





 The attention of all railway staff is drawn to the fact that

under 25 kV ac 50 Hz single phase traction, there is heavy

induction on all metallic structures and conductors in the

vicinity of the track.

 The induction is two-fold:

a) Electro-static, which results from the high potential of

25 kV on the OHE system.

b) Electro-magnetic, which is proportional to the

currents passing from the sub-station to the OHE to

the locomotives / EMUs and back partly through the

track and partly through the earth.



 Those who have been used to work on dc traction are

liable to overlook taking adequate

 Precautions required to guard themselves against the

dangerous inductive effects of 25 kV ac system.

 Attention is therefore specially drawn to the need for

taking adequate precautions.

 The voltage induced is quite appreciable on overhead

conductors running parallel to the tracks depending on the

length of parallelism.



 This explains why most of the overhead

telecommunication lines are replaced by underground

cables.

 Special protective measures are required to reduce the

adverse effects of induction.

 In a railway yard, voltage of the order of 200 volts may be

induced on yard lighting mains situated 8 m away from the

centre of a double-line track, if it runs parallel to the 25 kV

lines for a distance of about 270 m; it could be several

thousand volts when parallelism is much longer.



 In such a case, a dangerous voltage due to induction will

exist even after power supply to the line has been switched

off.

 No one shall therefore attempt to work on any overhead

line running alongside the electrified tracks without taking

special precautions of earthing on both sides of the work.

 Before a section is electrified, the necessary modifications

to distribution lines in all stations and yards should be

carried out, so as to limit the induced voltage within

permissible values, but this by no means obviates the need

of earthing the lines on both the sides of the working party.



 Earthing should be done individually by each working party

as close to the work spot as possible. The distance between

the two earths shall not exceed 1km.

 Such inductive effects occur on large metallic structures such

as fencings, structural steelwork of platforms running

parallel to the track. They will therefore have to be earthed

suitably to afford safety.

 Inductive effects also show themselves on any metallic

conductor, such as metallic clothes lines, power lines and

lines belonging to private parties running parallel and close

to the electrified tracks. Wide publicity should be given to

the effects of induction so that special precautions are taken

by the private parties.





Pollution of OHE insulators due to smoke on account of

operation of steam locomotives causes appreciable operating

and maintenance difficulties.

To reduce pollution to the minimum, the following

precautions shall be taken :

1. No steam locomotive should be left standing with the

chimney under an OHE insulator. Stabling of steam

locomotives with chimneys under traction structure is

prohibited.



2. Continuous blowing of safety valves, sudden opening of

blower and priming through exhaust steam should be

avoided as they cause flashover of insulators resulting

in severe consequences.

3. Sudden starting of a steam engine shall also be avoided

as it may cause slipping of wheels which would result

in priming through exhaust steam, which in turn may

cause flashover.



• Staff are warned of the danger of standing on the boiler

shell or tender when stabled under live OHE as it may

result in electrocution.



1. Special care must be taken while firing coal or raking

fire to ensure that the TOOLS DO NOT GET WITHIN

THE DANGER ZONE of the OHE. Spraying of coal

with water under electric overhead lines is forbidden.

2. The firing tools must be handled with great care, and

special care should be taken to see that THESE TOOLS '

ARE NEVER LIFTED OR RAISED TOWARDS THE

OHE. Tools must always be placed in their respective

positions after use.

Working the Fire-Spraying, Advancing 

of Fuel and Handling of Tools



3. A jet from a hose should never be directed towards the

OHE. The jet of water should only be directed

horizontally far away from the live OHE and not

vertically.



1. The loading of coal or fuelling of the locos shall only be

carried out in yards outside the Electrified zones.

2. The height of the coal in the tender must not be more

than 4.28 m above the rail level on BG and 3.65 m

above rail level on MG.



 Whatever may be the height of the contact wire, NO

ONE SHOULD CLIMB ON THE TENDER to open the

cover of the water tank or to insert the funnel of the

water column.

 Water columns have been suitably modified for

operation from ground level.

 Only the operating rods provided should be used for this

purpose.



 No crane shall be worked on or near traction overhead

equipment unless an authorised representative of the OHE

section is present.

 When so working, care shall be taken to avoid hitting or

damaging OHE structures.

 No decorative or extension pieces be attached to the

chimney of a steam locomotive that would raise its

effective height.



 The safety precautions mentioned above are equally

applicable to locomotives owned by Steel Works or

other factories in the neighbour hood of electrical

sections that are likely to work in electrified sidings for

shunting or other purposes.

 The special safety rules to be observed in electrified

sections should be advised by Sr. DEE (TrD) to parties

owning such locos and their written assurance obtained

that their operating staff have been made familiar with

these rules.





• In order to avoid any sparking during loading or

unloading of petroleum products at the petroleum

siding, electrical continuity must be maintained

between the earth systems of petroleum installations,

the track and electric overhead traction installation.

• The loading zone should be insulated from the rest of

the railway net-work during loading and unloading

operations.



The following precautions / arrangements would be

necessary.

Arrangements

1) Provision of an equipotential link between the earth

system of petroleum siding installations and the

track via a switch.

2) Setting up of neutral zones (insulating joints) in the

track to avoid any risk of propagating stray current.

3) Setting up neutral zones/sections in the contact and

catenary wires similar to loco inspection pits.



4) Provision of longitudinal bonds on both the rails as

well as transverse bond (30 m intervals) on the

track. All masts and metallic structures in the

vicinity of the track/siding should be provided with

structure bond.

5) Provision of 10 Ohm earths connected to the

petroleum siding on each side at the insulated joint.



1) No oil tanker is permitted to stable under live OHE

for inspection purpose.

2) Fueling to be done by side filling arrangements only.

3) Pipelines in the vicinity of the track should be

properly earthed.

4) Minimum 2 m electrical clearance from live OHE of

the adjacent track or any other equipment nearby

must be maintained.

Precautions



5) During service operations, the continuity of track and

the contact wire should be set up at the same time the

link between the track and petroleum facility should

be opened.

6) The isolators at the neutral section of OHE should be

kept open, OHE made dead and earthed.





 These instructions lay down precautionary

measures to be observed by railway personnel

working in the vicinity of the tracks equipped with

25 kV ac OHE.

 (These instructions have-already been included in

the supplement to Part 'J' of Chapter II of the

Indian Railways Permanent Way Manual.)



Precautions are required to be taken on account of the

following:

a) Proximity of a live conductor: The risk of direct contact

with live OHE is ever present while working in electrified

sections such as for painting of steel work of through

spans of bridges and platform covered sheds.



b) Build up of potential due to return current in rails: The

return current in the rails may cause a potential difference

i) between rail and the surrounding mass of earth;

ii) between the two ends of a fractured rail;

iii) between the two rails at an insulated joint;

iv) between earth and any other metallic mass.

Use 'rail jumpers' while disconnecting rails.



c) Building up of potential due to induction in metallic

bodies situated close to OHE. It is important to note that

dangerous voltages may be inducted in metallic masses

such as fencing posts in the vicinity of traction

conductors. To avoid possibility of shock due to such

voltages the metallic structures are bonded together and

earthed.



The precautions laid down below must be followed under all

circumstances in sections equipped for 25 kV ac single phase,

50 Hz traction in addition to those referred to in Indian

Railway Permanent Way Manual.

1) No work shall be done above or within a distance of 2 m

from the live OHE without a "permit-to-work.”



2) No part of a tree shall be nearer than 4 m from the

nearest live conductor. Any tree or branches likely to fall

on live conductor should be cut or trimmed periodically

to maintain this clearance. Cutting or trimming should

be done by engineering staff in the presence of

authorized staff of the OHE section.



3) No fallen wire or wires shall

be touched unless power is

switched off and the wire or

wires suitably earthed. In

case the wires drop at a

level crossing, the Gate-

keeper shall immediately

make arrangements to stop

all road traffic and keep the

public away.



4) As far as possible closed wagons shall be used for

material trains. In case open or hopper wagons are used,

loading and unloading of such wagons in electrified

tracks shall be done under the supervision of an

Engineering Official not below the rank of a Permanent

Way Mistry who shall personally ensure that no tool or

any part of the body of the worker comes within the

'danger zone' i.e. within 2 m of the OHE.



5) Permanent Way staff should keep clear of the tracks and

avoid contact with the rails either when approaching or

reaching the work-spot when an electrically hauled train

is within 250m.

6) When unloading rails along side the tracks, it should be

ensured that rails do not touch each other to form a

continuous metallic mass of length greater than 300 m.



 Keep clear of tracks and avoid contact with rails when

Electric train is within 250 M

 Do not disturb track bonding provided to structures

/bridges.

 Do not touch ends of fractured rails with bare hands.

 While unloading rails ensure they are not touched to form

continuous metallic mass greater than 300 M



 When working on cuttings, do not bring or work with

tools close to OHE.

 Do not slew track / re-align without knowledge of traction

staff.

 Do not stack rails parallel to track so as to form

continuous path. They will carry heavy induced currents.

 Don‟t remove/loosen the fish plates without making a

temporary connection with a jumper.





1. Any circuit in the vicinity of 25 kV ac OHE

is influenced by electrostatic and

electromagnetic induction.

2. The electrostatic induction is practically

eliminated by transferring S&T circuits into

underground cables protected with metal

sheath.

Effect of 25 kV ac, 50 Hz, Single Phase 

Traction on S&T Equipment



3. The electromagnetic induction causes various currrents

and voltages to develop in conductors parellel to the track.

These include the rails, traction return conductor where

provided, cable sheath, any other conductors in the

vicinity and S&T circuits.



4. The voltages that occur in the conductors appear a potential

gradients. The value of induced voltage depends on various

factors such as:

a) Length of parallelism between the cable conductor and

electrified track.

b) Soil conductivity.

c) Screening efficiency of cable sheath where existing.

d) Return current through the rails and return conductor where

provided.

e) Mutual inductance between catenary and cable conductors.

f) Current in the OHE.



5. Appropriate precautions to overcome the effects of the

induced voltages therefore have to be taken by S&T

department. Other aspects in which S&T equipment is

affected are :

i) OHE structure and fittings affect visibility of signals to

some extent and may come in the way of a signal;

(ii) Restrictions come in the path of traction return currents

on section provided with track circuits.



6. Essential precautions to be

taken while working on S&T

installations as described.

Reference may also be made

to Chapter XVII of the

Indian Railways

Telecommunication Manual.



Should a catenary or contact wire snaps and falls on the

running track, it is possible that the fault current may damage

signalling equipment. The following precautions shall,

therefore, be taken.

1. The Section controller on receipt of an advice of a break

in traction overhead lines shall immediately advise, by the

quickest possible means, the signal maintenance and

operating staff of the section where the catenary/contact-

wires have broken.



2. If abnormal working of any equipment is noticed, its

working shall be immediately suspended and necessary

action under the rules shall be taken.

3. On receipt of the intimation from the Section controller the

staff responsible for the maintenance of signalling of the

section shall immediately proceed to the site and test all

signalling circuits and allied equipment paying particular

attention to the outdoor signalling gear to check if any

damage has taken place. An authorized representative of the

Signal Department shall submit a certificate that everything

is working all right and send it to his superiors along with a

detailed test report as soon as possible.



1. No staff shall work on any portion of

a signal post or its fittings falling

within a distance of 2 m from a 25

kV live OHE or a metal part

electrically connected to this OHE

unless such portion is protected with

a metallic screen in accordance with

approved instructions.



2. If for any reasons the protective metallic screen is not

provided, the staff shall not undertake any work on those

portions of the signal or its fittings falling within 2 m of 25

kV live OHE, unless power to the 25 kV live OHE has

been switched off and a "permit to work" has been

obtained. To draw the attention of the staff in such cases a

red band 10 cm wide shall be painted all-around the signal

post at a height of 3 m above the rail level.



3. The Inspectors of the Signal Department and the Station

Masters shall explain these instructions to the staff

working under them and ensure that they are correctly

understood.



1. The flow of return current in the rails may cause a potential

difference to build up between:

a) two rails at an insulated joint of the track circuit or at

an ordinary joint in case the fish plates are broken.

b) two ends of a fractured rail;

c) an insulated rail and the rail used for the traction

return current; and

d) the rail and the surrounding mass of earth.



2. Whenever staff have to work on installations which are

in direct contact with the rails, they shall :

a) use tools of the type approved for the purpose by

the Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer

of the Railways; and

b) observe the provisions of Chapter II of the Indian

Railways Permanent Way Manual.



• Voltage will be induced in S&T circuits when the length of

the parallelism to the track is appreciable, due to normal

load currents or short circuit currents in the event of a fault

on the traction system.



• Dangerous potentials may also develop in circuits with earth

connection if the earth connection gets broken for any

reason.

• Consequently, every time staff have to work on S&T

circuits along with 25 kV ac electrified lines, they shall take

precautions to protect themselves and the equipment as

prescribed by the S&T Department.



Some of the important precautions are however given below:

a) Rubber gloves and tools with insulated handles should be

used.

b) When the work to be done is of such a nature that rubber

gloves cannot be used, splitting of the circuits into

sections to reduce the length of parallelism and earthing

them to 'drain out' the voltage should be adopted. Both

the steps should be taken simultaneously. If these

protective measures cannot be applied, staff must get

insulated from ground by using rubber mats or other

approved form of protection.



c) The line wires of the electric block instruments are likely

to get heavy induced voltages and every time the staff

handles the line wire terminals of the block instruments,

they must observe the provisions of paras (a) and (b)

above. Line wire terminals should be painted red to

remind the maintenance staff of the danger. The

maintenance inspectors shall explain the meaning of this

painting to the maintenance staff and ensure that it is

correctly understood by them.



d) Before cutting the armour or the lead sheath of a cable or

the wires in the cable, an electrical connection of low

ohmic resistance should be established between the two

parts of the armour or the sheathing and the wires that are

to be separated by cutting.
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 When a consignment whose length, width and height

are such that one or more of these infringe Standard

Moving Dimensions at any point during the run from

start to destination, then the consignment is called an

Over-dimensioned consignment (ODC). It is also

known as out-of-gauge load.
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 If any consignment exceeds the following dimensions, it is

to be treated as ODC or over dimensioned consignment:

BG MG

a) Length 13716mm 12192mm

b) Height

i)    at centres

ii)   at corners

2743mm

2134mm

2540mm

2134mm

c) Width 2997mm 2540mm

d) Top width 610mm 610mm
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ODC's are classified as under :

 'A' class ODC having clearance (i.e. clearance measured

under stationary conditions) of 228.6 mm and above from

the fixed structures but infringes the standard moving

dimensions.

 'B' class ODC having gross clearance of 152.4 mm.

 'C' class ODC having clearance of less than 152.4 mm but

more than 76.2 mm
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The following precautions must be observed for transport of

ODCs in the electrified sections:

1. Movement of ODC shall be undertaken only after sanction

of competent authority has been obtained.

2. In all cases where ODC is to be moved, staff

accompanying the ODC shall remember that the OHE is

'live' except when a power block has been obtained from

the traction officials. Even when a power block has been

obtained, all lines other than those for which the power

block has been granted are to be treated as 'live' at 25 kV.
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3. The following are the prescribed clearances from contact

wire for the passage of ODCs through electrified sections

and the special restrictions required :

a) Special speed restriction is not required when the gross

clearance is more than 390 mm.

b) Speed must be restricted to 15 km/h when the

clearance is between 390 mm and 340 mm.

c) Speed must be restricted to 15 km/h and power to

OHE must be switched off when the clearance from

the contact wire is less than 340 mm.
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4. No consignment with less than 100 mm clearance from

the overhead contact wire will be permitted in a 25 kV

electrified section.

5. A representative of the OHE section should accompany

all ODCs having clearances as specified in items 3 (b)

and 3 (c) of item (3) above, to supervise safe movement

of the ODC at locations where clearance from the contact

wire is critical.

6. A representative of the OHE section should also

accompany ODCs having width more than 1981 mm for

BG (and 1910 mm for MG) from centre line of track.
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7. Section Controller and Traction Power Controller must

coordinate while an ODC moves in electrified section in order

to ensure that OHE masts are not damaged at locations where

the clearance is critical.

8. A list of structures where the clearances are restricted in the

electricfied section and also the clearance, available under the

over-bridges should be with the Section Controller and TPCs.

9. To facilitate checking of clearance from the Contact wire for

over-dimensioned consignments, the Operating and

Engineering branches at the Divisional and Headquarter level

should have with them up-to-date charts showing location of

the minimum height of contact wire and clearances of OHE

structures in the electrified section.
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The Operating Department may permit movement of

ODCs on the basis of clearance checked with the help of

the above mentioned charts subject to the speed

restrictions. However, when sanction of CRS is required to

be obtained for movement of any particular ODC, a

specific reference should be made to CEE and a certificate

obtained from him in the following form:

"Certified that the minimum height of contact wire on the

section over which the consignment is to move is not less

than ...... except at the following locations where

restrictions as indicated below should be observed":-
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Section Location

Height of 

contact 

wire 

Power 'ON'  

or 'OFF'

Speed 

Restriction

in km/h
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 When an ODC is permitted to be moved in an electrified

section with the OHE power off, it will be the responsibility

of the Section Controller to arrange with the TPC for power

to be cut off before admitting the ODC into the section.

 An authorised representative of the Traction Distribution

Branch will obtain confirmation from TPC by message

supported by private number that power has been switched

off and then issue a memo to the Guard or other traffic

official in-charge of the train to the effect that power has

been switched off over the specified section.
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 Only on receipt of such memo may the train carrying the

ODC be allowed to enter the section.

 Note: Since such a memo is not a "permit-to-work",

earthing of the OHE is not necessary.
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 An "authorized person" is one who is duty

authorized to perform specific duties pertaining to

his employment, the authorization being made by

the competent authority empowered for the

purpose by the Railway Administration.
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 Each authorized person will be given a

"Competency Certificate", defining the works

which he Is certified as competent to carry out

after he has been trained, examined and found fit.

 The following categories of traction distribution

staff shall be issued with the certificates by the

official indicated against each category after

written/oral test as shown:
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Sl.

No.

Designation of 

staff 

Category of

certificate

To be Issued by

A. OHE SECTION

1. Khalasi TR-1 SSE/OHE after oral test

2. Linesman TR-2 ADEE/TRD after oral test

3. Supervisor TR-3
DEE(TrD) after written and 

oral test.

4.

OHE 

Inspection Car 

Driver 

TR-4
DEE(TrD) after written and 

oral test.
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Sl.

No.
Designation of staff 

Category of

certificate
To be Issued by

B. PSI SECTION

5. Khalasi TR-1 SSE/OHE after oral test

6. Skilled Staff TR-5 ADEE/TRD after oral test

7. Supervisor TR-6
DEE(TrD) after written 

and oral test.

8.

Artisans/Supervisors for 

Protective Relays and 

Instruments

TR-7

ADEE/DEE(TrD) after 

written oral and  practical 

test.

C. REMOTE CONTROL

9. Skilled Staff TR-8 ADEE(TRD)

10. Supervisor TR-9
DEE(TRD) after written 

and oral test. 
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An OHE Inspection Car Driver should undergo courses of

training and tests indicated below before the competency

certificate is issued to him:—

1. General and Subsidiary Rules in the Zonal Training

School or other approved establishment followed by a

written, oral and practical test conducted by the school.

2. An oral and practical test by SSE(OHE) to see if the

employee is fully conversant with the mechanism and

operation of the engine and running gear of the Inspection

Car, as well as the details of maintenance he is required to

carry out.
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3. Training for a period of one month to learn the road

in the section in which he is required to work the

Inspection Car, at the end of such training the

employee should sign a declaration that he is fully

conversant with the road.

4. A period of practical training for 2 months in the

actual driving of the Inspection Car under the

supervision of a qualified Car Driver at the end of

which a driving test will he taken by DEE(TrD).

5. Prescribed medical examination.
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A register of Competency Certificates Issued shall be

maintained in the office of every supervisory official; as

per proforma given, showing the names and designations

of staff under him who have been issued with the

Certificates.

REGISTER OF COMPETENCY CERTIFICATES

Name Designation Certificate 

No.

Date 

of test 

and 

issue

Name of the 

official who 

conducted the 

test 

Station where 

the employee is 

posted at 

present

Date of 

periodic 

check

Remarks
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An entry should be made in the service sheet of every

employee who has been issued with a Competency

Certificate.

During Inspections Officers and Supervisors should

make it a point to check the competency certificates In

the possession of the staff and also test-check their

knowledge of the rules pertaining to their work.
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...............RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-1

(For unskilled Class IV staff)

No……………

Shri.................S/o Shri..................is authorized to work as an unskilled Khalasi

in the OHE/PSI* section to assist skilled staff and supervisors in maintenance,

repair and installation work. The safety rules pertaining to his work have been

personally explained to him by me.

He is NOT authorized to work independently on any OHE line or Power

Supply Installation except in the presence of and under the direct supervision

of an authorized person.

Date.................. Sr. Section Engineer

* Strike out Item not applicable,

A fresh certificate should be issued when he is transferred to a new section

after the safety rules pertaining to the new section are explained to him.
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...............RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-2

(For OHE Linesman)

No……………..

Shri........................S/oShri………..has been examined for his knowledge of rules

and is authorized to work as a Linesman grade…........in the electrified section

from..................to…………................

He is authorized to*—

a) Take power block from TPC for 25 kV OHE/66/132/220kV transmission

lines and underground cable

b) Effect shut down in yards and sidings by operating isolator switches;

c) Operate switching stations on local control under instructions from TPC;

d) carry out repair, installation and maintenance work on 25 kV OHE; duly

observing the prescribed rules.

He is NOT authorized to—

a) Issue 'permits-to-work'; and

b) Bring into operation any new installation.

Date.................. ADEE(TrD)

'* Strike out Item not applicable.
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.............. RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-3

(For OHE Supervisor)

No…………………

Shri ..............................................has been examined for his knowledge of rules 

and is authorized to work as a Supervisor on the Installation, maintenance and 

repairs of 25 kV OHE and 66/132/220 kV Transmission lines and underground 

cables. He is authorized to.

a) issue permits-to-work ; and

b) bring into operation new Installations after they have been Inspected by an 

officer,  duly observing the prescribed rules.

Date……………. DEE(TrD)
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............ RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-4

(For OHE Inspection Car Drivers)

No………….

Shri .......................................is authorized to drive an OHE Inspection Car in the 

section between ………….......... and...................................duly observing all the 

safety rules and standing Instructions. His written declaration* dated ............that 

he is Familiar with the road signals in the above section has been noted in 

issuing this certificate.

He is further authorized to carry out routine maintenance of the OHE Inspection 

Car in accordance with the prescribed schedules.

Date………………. DEE(TrD)

* This declaration must be countersigned by Driving Inspector and personally 

scrutinized by the Officer before issue of this certificate. The Driving Inspector 

before countersigning the declaration, shall orally examine the employee for his 

knowledge of the road.
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........... RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-5

(For Skilled PSI staff)

No…………….

Shri ................................................. has been examined for his knowledge of rules and is

authorized to work as a Fitter in the Installation, maintenance and repair of Traction

Power Supply installations at sub-station, switching stations, booster transformer stations

and auxiliary transformer stations. He is authorized to —

i) effect shut down on 25 kV equipment under instructions of TPC;

ii) take power block from TPC for working on 25 kV equipment;

iii) operate equipment at traction sub-stations and switching stations under Instructions

from TPC, duly observing the prescribed rules.

He Is NOT authorized to—

a) Issue permits-to-work;

b) effect shut downs or take power block for extra high voltage (EHV) installations and

c) bring Into operation any new installation.

Date.......................... ADEE(TrD)
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............RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCE No. TR-6

(For Supervisors of PSI)

No………………..

Shri.......................................has been examined for his knowledge of rules and is

authorized to work as a Supervisor on the installation, maintenance and repair of

25 kV and extra high voltage (EHV) Traction Power Supply Installations at sub-

stations, switching stations and booster transformer stations. In addition to items

covered by Certificate No.TR-5, he is authorized to —

a) Issue permits-to-work on 25 kV and extra high voltage ((EHV) equipment;

b) bring into operation new 25 kV and extra high voltage installations after they

have been inspected by an Officer, duly observing the prescribed rules.

Date………………... DEE(TrD)
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........... RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-7

(For staff dealing with Protective Relays and Instruments)

No…………………

Shri.......................... (Designation) has been examined for his knowledge of rules

as well as his skill pertaining to the maintenance, testing and repair of protective

relays and associated circuits and instruments in traction substations and

switching stations and is

authorized to*—

a) work as a skilled artisan to perform the above type of work;

b) supervise the above works.

He is authorized to bring into operation new installations only after they have

been inspected by an Officer.

Date……………… DEE(TrD)/ADEE(TrD)

* Strike out item not applicable.
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........... RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No.TR-8

(For Skilled staff of Remote Control)

No..........................

Shri..................................... has been examined for his knowledge

of rules and is authorised to work as a skilled Fitter in the

installation, maintenance and repair of Remote Control

equipment/VFMVFT equipment at Remote Control Centre and

controlled posts.

He is NOT authorized to work on any 240 V medium or higher

voltage equipment.

Date…………... ADEE(TrD)

* Strike out item not applicable.
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........... RAILWAY

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY No. TR-9

(For Supervisors of Remote Control)

No..................

Shri................................. has been examined for his knowledge of

rules and is authorized to work as a Supervisor in the Installation,

maintenance and repair and testing of Remote Control equipment

including FMVFT equipment.

He is authorised to bring being into operation new installations

only after they have been

Inspected by an Officer.

Date………… DEE(TrD)
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 All staff who are required to work in electrified

territory must have undergone a course in Electric

traction so that they are made familiar with the

working rules in the electrified sections.

Competency Certificate and Courses for 

Assistant Station Masters/Guards of 

EMUs
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 ASMs are also sometimes required to operate isolators

at the station premises for which necessary training is

to be imparted. Similarly, the guards of the EMUs are

also required to undergo an operational course for the

working of EMUs and are to undergo a refresher

course at regular intervals of 6 months at Electrical

Training Schools. Operating department will ensure

that only those staff who have undergone the course in

Electric traction are posted in electrified areas.





• All Metallic parts of rubber tyred vehicles which are

transported on railway wagons through 25 kV

electrified area shall be earthed to avoid the effect of

induction.





• Hoarding boards provided in the vicinity of

electrified tracks should be located at a safe distance

from the track so that in the event of their supporting

structures being damaged during agitation or storms

it should not fall on the OHE or infringe the track.

• For this purpose, CCS and CPRO will ensure that

while granting approval for erection of hoardings

boards, it must be ensured that not only these are

located at the safe distance from the track but also

their structural arrangements are properly secured.



• Do not pass the Electric Engine STOP board 

before un-wired turnouts.



 At neutral sections obey the '' trip DJ„‟ ''close DJ'' signs

displayed.

 When ever you are directed to '' Lower panto'', ''Raise

panto'' caution order, be alert and obey the same

meticulously.

 Always be on the look out and inform TPC/ Section

Controllers any abnormalities of OHE.

 Be alert and not enter your electric loco whenever caution

'' un wired turn outs''



 Do not climb on diesel engine in 25kV Electrified

area.

 Do not direct a water hydrant towards the OHE.

 Do not attach any decorative/ extension pieces to the 

locos.



 Exercise care in crane working in electrified areas.

 Secure properly the consignments loaded in open

wagons.

 Use side filling arrangements for carriage watering.



 Do not climb on top of wagons and coaches under

OHE for any reason.

 Do not bring your work tools in the near vicinity of

live OHE.

 Do not project jet of water in the direction of OHE.



• Do not travel on top of road

vehicles passing through

level crossings.

• Do not travel on roof

top of coaches in

Electrified areas.





(Issued By Railway Board In 1987)



The following terms wherever occurring in the

Regulations shall, unless excluded by or repugnant to the

context, have the meaning attributed thereto as under:-

• "Chief Electrical Engineer" means the officer

designated as such by the Zonal Railway or his

successors in office or on whom his duties devolve.



• "Power line crossing" means an electrical overhead

line or under-ground cable placed across railway

track(s) for the transmission and/or distribution of

electrical energy. It may also be referred to as a

"Crossing" in these Regulations.

• "Electrical Inspector" means the officer appointed by

the appropriate Government under Section 36 of the

Indian Electricity Act, 1910, to exercise the powers and

perform the functions under the said Act. On the Zonal

Railway, the Chief Electrical Engineer is the Electrical

Inspector.



• "Railway" means the Zonal Railway administration in

whose territorial jurisdiction the electrical crossing is

located or proposed to be located and includes the Chief

Electrical Engineer, the Divisional Railway Manager

(Electrical) of the Zonal Railway Administration.

• "Owner" means the owner of an electrical crossing.

• "Writing" includes all matters written, typewritten or

printed either in whole or in part.



 The regulations apply to electrical overhead lines

and/or underground cables crossing railway tracks

operated by the Indian Railways, Railway

Companies and Port Commissioner's Railways,

including assisted and private sidings on which

rolling stock of Indian Railways may work, unless

any special section or railway tracks are exempted

from these Regulations by specific written orders of

the Electrical Inspector.



Notes:

(i) If any existing crossing infringes the provisions of the

Regulations at the time of its issue, the

infringement(s) shall be treated as permissible

infringement(s) provided that necessary relaxation has

been granted in respect of the clearances under clause

21 thereof.

(ii) The Regulations do not apply to crossing(s) of railway

track(s) laid underground/inside tubes and tunnels.



(iii) The Regulations do not also apply to Railway Traction

systems (1500 V d.c. and 25 kV, 50 Hz a.c. Single phase)

whose feeders/conductors/wires run along or across the

tracks for traction purposes.

(iv) On sections proposed to be electrified on or to be

converted to suit 25 kV, 50 Hz ac single phase traction

system", the crossing existing at the time of

electrification/conversion proposed shall be specially

studied with a view to avoiding modifications to the

extent possible without jeopardizing safety. If any

modifications are considered essential to obtain the

minimum clearances, specified in clause 21 thereof, they

shall be carried out.



(v) In special cases, where the Electrical Inspector has

specifically permitted reduction in clearances under

clause 21 thereof, a clear declaration to this effect

shall be recorded in the CERTIFICATE OF

COMPLIANCE (in the form at Annexure II) to

these regulations.



Designs, Drawings etc.

• Before the Owner commences any work on a crossing, he

shall obtain the approval in writing, of the Railway for the

proposed, location, the detailed design and the method of

execution of the crossing. For this purpose, the data designs,

calculations and drawing(s) relating to the crossing shall be

furnished by the owner to the Railway as stipulated in

Annexure A.4.01 to these Regulations. On receipt of written

approval from the Railway, the owner shall execute an

Agreement in the Form at Annexure A.4.02 to these

Regulations.



Construction

• The owner shall notify the Railway in writing at least

15 days in advance of the date on which he will

commence the work of construction of the crossing.

The Chief Electrical Engineer, or his representative,

may, if he so desires, inspect the site/work of the

crossing during its construction to ensure that it is

being constructed in accordance with the approved

designs and drawings.

• Only good quality of materials shall be used in the

construction of the crossing which shall be executed in

a workman-like manner.



Bringing crossing into use

Prior to bringing the crossing into use, the owner shall:

a) Notify the Railway in writing at least 15 days in advance

of the date the crossing is intended to be brought into use.

b) Submit to the Railway a CERTIFICATE OF

COMPLIANCE, (in the form at Annexure A.4.03 to the

Regulations) to the effect that the works have been

constructed in compliance with the Regulations and in

conformity with the design(s) and drawing(s) approved by

the Railway. Only on receipt of written approval from the

Railway, the crossing shall be energized and brought into

use.



• Except as otherwise provided for in the Regulations the

contents of relevant sections of the Indian Electricity

Act ,1910 the Indian Railways Act, 1890 and the rules

made under these Acts and as amended from time to

time and the relevant provisions of Indian Railways

Schedule of Dimensions for Broad Metre and Narrow

gauges together with the latest amendments thereto

shall apply to the crossing.



• All materials used in the construction of the crossing

shall comply with the latest Indian Standard

specification(s) relevant and where these are not

available, with the latest British standard

specification(s) relevant.



• The disturbance of any rail, road or ground or any

attachment to any railway structure as may be

necessary for the placing and/or maintenance of the

crossing shall be effected by or under the direct

supervision of the Railway and any conduit, culvert

or similar work passing under Railway premises shall

be constructed by the Railway in such manner and of

such materials as it may approve of and the entire cost

of such works shall be borne by the owner of the

crossing.



• For tracks already electrified or to be electrified in the

foreseeable future:

• All low, medium and high voltage upto and including

11 kV crossing(s) shall normally be by means of

underground cable(s). While for voltages higher that 11

kV, crossings may be by overhead lines or underground

cables, the use of underground cable to the extent

possible would be advantageous, particularly for 22 kV

and 33 kV system.



 The crossing shall in no way interfere with or

endanger any Railway communication lines.

Approval given by the Railway for placing of any

crossing shall not be constructed as affecting in any

way the requirements of the Indian Post and

Telegraphs Deptt. in regard to the protection of their

communication lines.



 The crossing shall also comply with the stipulations in

the "Code of Practice for the protection of

Telecommunication lines at crossings with overhead

power lines other than Electric Traction Circuits”

Issued by Central Electricity Authority,

Telecommunication Directorate, Power and

Telecommunication Co-ordination Committee (PTCC

Unit), Government of India. B-67/19 Safdarjung

Enclave, New Delhi-29 and the latest amendments if

any, thereto.



 No, work, whatsoever, on any crossing shall be

undertaken by the Owner without obtaining the consent in

writing from the Railway. All such works shall be carried

out under the direct supervision of the Railway.

 The crossing shall always be maintained in a state of good

repair so as to reduce hazards to life and property. It shall

be inspected by the Owner at interval not exceeding 12

months in order to determine its fitness for service.

Defects, if any, noticed or as pointed out by the Railway

shall be rectified by the owner expeditiously.



 The decision of the Railway in regard to defects

noticed and rectification(s), if any, to be done by the

owner shall be final and binding on the owner.

 The crossing span as well as two adjacent spans on

either side of the overhead line crossing shall be kept

free by the owner from any trees and branches which,

if they fall on these spans, would foul with the

overhead line. The growth of bushes and wild

vegetables shall not be permitted on either side of the

overhead line for the same reason.



 Where galvanized steel structures support the crossing

span, they shall be maintained free of rust, corrosion,

etc.

 If at the instance of the Railway, the crossing is to be

shifted or modified or dismantled, the work shall be

carried out by the owner at the cost of the Railway.

However, in those cases where the need for such works

on account of Railway's anticipated

developments/requirements was foreseen in time and the

owner had agreed in writing prior to the construction of

the crossing to meet the cost of such works.



 Such works shall be carried out on a priority basis by

the owner within a fixed schedule, as mutually agreed

upon between the owner and the railway and to the

satisfaction of the Electrical Inspector. The Railways

shall have the right to Claim compensation for any loss

and/or inconvenience caused if there is avoidable

delay in completing the works.



 All defects/failures in the overhead line crossing or

any defect that is likely to affect the safe movement of

the railway traffic or the safety of the railway property

or personnel shall be reported forthwith by the owner

to the Station Master on duty at the railway station on

both sides of the crossing as well as to the CEE, the

DRM (Electrical), the Electrical Inspector and the

Director (Transmission), Central Electricity Board,

S.907, Seva Bhavan, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 66.



 A detailed report of the failure or defect shall also be

sent to the Chief Electrical Engineer, the Divisional

Railway Manager, the Divisional Railway Manager

(Electrical), the Electrical Inspector and the Director

(Transmission), Central Electricity Board, New Delhi

as soon as possible - preferably within 48 hours of the

first report.



 In the event of an accident to Railway's tracks/rolling

stock in the vicinity of an overhead line crossing, the

owner shall, if required by any official acting on behalf

of the Railway, expeditiously switch off the overhead

line and effectively connect the conductors to earth as

long as is necessary to enable Railway's cranes if any,

to work safely in the area.





 An overhead line crossing shall normally be at right

angles to the railway track. In special cases a deviation

of upto 30 degree may be permitted. Deviations larger

than 30 degree shall have to be specifically authorised

by the Electrical Inspector of the Railway.



 Steel poles/masts fabricated steel structures or reinforced

or pre-stressed concrete poles either of the self-

supporting type or guyed type conforming in all respects

to the Indian electricity Rules, 1956 (as amended upto

November 1984) and complying with the latest editions

of Codes of Practice, IS:800-1962 for "Code of Practice

for use of structural steel in general building

construction, IS:875-1964 for "Code of Practice for

structural safety of buildings; loading standards" and

1S:456-1978 for "Code of Practice for plain and

reinforced concrete" shall be used on either side of the

track to support the crossing span.



 These structures shall be of the terminal type. For

arriving at the crippling load, the wind loads as

detailed in the latest edition of IS:802 (Part-I)-1977

for "Loads and permissible stresses" shall be

adopted. The steel structures shall normally be

galvanised in accordance with IS: 2629-1966 for

"Recommended practice for hot-dip galvanizing of

Iron and steel.“



 The minimum distance of the structures (supporting

the crossing span) from the center of the nearest

railway track shall be equal to the height of the

structure in metres above normal ground level plus 6

metres. In special circumstances, the Electrical

Inspector may permit a lesser distance being adopted

subject to any conditions he deems fit to impose.

 The crossing span shall be restricted to 300 m or to

80% of the normal span for which the structures are

designed, whichever is less.



 The maximum wind pressure for design of the

structure shall be as prescribed in IS:802 (Part-l)-

1977 for load and permissible stresses.



 The maximum and minimum temperatures for design

of the conductors and other wires shall be as

prescribed in the latest edition of IS: 802 (Part-1,

Clause-4) with necessary correction for conductor

maximum temperature.



 Where provision has to be made for ice and/or snow

loading, it shall be determined in the light of local

conditions with the approval of the Railway.

 The factor of safety of all structures, conductors, guards, guys

and ground wires used in the crossing shall be as stipulated in

the Indian Electricity Rules, 1956 (as amended in November

1984) and the relevant Codes of Practice.



 Factor of Safety:

◦ Metal supports: 1.5

◦ Mechanically processed concrete supports: 2

◦ Hand mould concrete supports: 2.5

◦ Wooden supports:3

◦ Stay wires, Guards: 2.5

◦ Conductors: 2



 An overhead line crossing over railway track already

electrified shall be located at the middle of overhead

equipment span supported by two adjacent traction

masts/structures. The distance between any of the

crossing conductors and the nearest traction mast or

structure under the most adverse conditions shall not

be less than 6m.



Note: If, in unavoidable circumstances, the crossing span

cannot be so located, the minimum clearance

between any of the crossing conductors of the

crossing and the nearest traction mast or structure

shall be not less than that specified for buildings in

Rule 80 of the Indian Electricity Rules, 1956 (as

amended upto November 1984).

 No overhead line crossing shall be located over a

booster transformer, traction switching station, traction

sub-station or a track cabin location in an electrified

area.









 The minimum vertical and horizontal clearances to be

maintained between any of the crossing conductors and

any railway building and/or structure, other than

traction masts and structures and overhead equipment,

under the most adverse conditions shall be as specified

in Rule 80 of the Indian Electricity Rules, 1956 (as

amended upto Nov.'84).



 The minimum vertical clearances to be maintained between

any of the power line crossings at the same or at different

voltages shall be as specified in Rule 87 of the Indian

Electricity, 1956 (as amended upto November 1984.)

 Separate guarding shall be provided above the lower power

line in all cases except when the voltage of the higher line is

33 kV and above. Where such guarding is provided, the

clearance from the guard wires to the lower power line shall be

not less than 2m and to the upper power line not less than

1.5m.



 The minimum clearance to be maintained between a

power line and a communication line shall be as

prescribed in the "Code of Practice for the Protection

of telecommunication lines at crossings with

overhead power lines other than Electrical Traction

Circuits" (latest edition) issued by Central electricity

Authority, Telecommunication Directorate, Power

and Tele-communication Co-ordination Committee

(PTCC Unit), Govt. of India.



 For electrification works of existing lines and existing

electrified lines, existing power line crossings can continue,

if dimensions are as per column (5) & (6) in table 17.3 (a) &

(b). EIG of the concerned Railway to ensure fulfillment of

vertical clearances at column (5) &(6) with additional

safeguards if necessary. Wherever feasible, special design of

traction overhead equipment, return conductor, 25 kV feeder

line be developed keeping in view the need for economy.



 Power line crossing in station areas and yards to be

avoided. Under unavoidable circumstances, relaxation by

EIG will be necessary.

 All new power line crossings, whether in electrified and

non-electrified territories, must satisfy the dimensions as

mentioned at column 4,5 & 6.

 In case of non-electrified line in double stack container

route all efforts should be made for maintenance of

dimensions as per column 4. however EIG may issue

relaxation with suitable safeguards on a case to case basis,

after ensuring vertical clearances as per dimensions in

column 5, consdering height of double stack container as

7100mm from rail level.



 A double set of strain insulator strings shall be used

in crossing span in conjunction with a yoke plate

where necessary as illustrated in sketch No. l

attached to these Regulations. Each string of such

strain insulators shall have one insulator more than

the number used in a normal span of the overhead

line. The factor of safety of each string of insulators

under the worst conditions shall not be less than 2.

The arrangements of power line crossing shall

generally be as shown in sketch Nos. 1,2 &3 attached

to the Regulations.



 All overhead power line crossings upto and including

33 kV shall be provided with guarding under the power

line. Guarding need not necessarily be provided for

overhead power line crossings of voltages above 33 kV

if the transmission/distribution line is protected by

circuit breakers of modern design with total trippings

times of 0.20 seconds for voltages below 220 kV and

0.10 seconds for voltages of 220 kV and above, from

the time of occurrence of the fault to its clearance.

Wherever guarding is adopted for the crossing span,

cradle guards shall also be provided.



 The minimum height above the rail level to the

lowest level of any cradle guard or guard wires under

conditions of maximum sag shall not be less than the

values specified in clause 18. In special cases,

however,, the Electrical Inspector of the Railway

may permit lower heights under the provisions of

clause 22 of the Regulations.

 The minimum height between any guard wire and a

live crossing conductor under the most adverse

conditions shall not be less than 1.5m.



 Where the voltage exceeds 650 V, the supporting

structures, (of the overhead line crossing) on railway

land shall be provided with anti-climbing devices.

Besides, suitable caution/warning notices shall be

erected on all such structures, in the languages as may

be prescribed for the purpose. The anti climbing

devices and the caution/warning notices shall be

approved by the Railway.



 Supporting structures, (of the overhead line crossing)

including guys, adjacent to roadways shall be so

located that the danger of their being struck by

moving road vehicles is avoided or reduced to the

minimum. Wherever required, guard rails, suitably

painted to make them conspicuous, shall be provided

for the purpose.



 The owner of a communication line shall provide

adequate safety devices so that no damage is caused

in the event of snapping of conductors of a power

line crossing. In addition to the safety devices, the

owner shall also provide necessary surge absorbers

in the system to guard against the effects of surges

caused during switching operations or system faults.



 Overhead communication lines may be permitted to be

supported on the structures used for the crossing span

of a power line crossing, provided the owner of both

lines is the same. The factors of safety for conductors

and insulators, the clearances above rail level and the

method of supporting such crossings shall be not less

than those specified for power line crossing.



 Each structure on either side of the crossing span

supporting the transmission/distribution line

conductors shall be earthed effectively by two

separate and distinct earths and connections. At least

one separate earth electrode shall be provided for

each earth connection.

 All guard and stay wires shall be properly clamped to

the structures connected to earth so as to maintain

proper electrical continuity to earth.



 Where struts are provided, they shall also be effectively

connected to earth separately as well as to the main

structure earths.

 Where the earth resistance of the independent

tower/structure is higher than 10 ohms, the owner shall

take necessary steps to improve the earth resistance

either by providing multiple earth electrodes or by

suitably treating the soil surrounding the earth electrode

or by resorting to counterpoise earthing. The method of

earthing the transmission/distribution line structures etc.

for the crossing span shall be approved by the Railway.



 The earths shall be inspected and tested annually

on a hot dry day and results thereof furnished to

the Railway for verification and record. If the earth

resistance is found to be high, i.e. above 10 ohms,

steps shall be taken to reduce it and an advice

given to the Railway.

 The cross-section of the earth

conductor/connections for the earthing system shall

be adequate for the application. They shall not be

damaged or overheated or melt while carrying the

short circuit current.



 Structures supporting the crossing span shall be so

placed, guarded and maintained as to be least exposed

to bush, grass, rubbish and building fires as is

possible.





• As far as possible cable crossings shall make use of any

existing culverts, sub-ways etc. where track(s) is/are already

equipped for electric traction on 25 kV Hz single phase ac

system, the crossing shall be provided at locations at least 5

metres away from any traction sub-station or switching

station or mast or structure erected or proposed to be erected

by the Railway for the purpose of supply and distribution of

power to the traction overhead equipment. The exact

locations of such traction substation or switching station or

mast or structure in any particular area shall be obtained by

the owner from the Railway.



• The owner shall specify and obtain prior approval of

the Railway for the type of cable he intends to use

for the crossing. It shall preferably be armoured.

Where cables are suspended from supports and not

laid in a protective pipe, they shall be of the

armoured and sheathed type.



• Cathodic protection of the cables shall not be

adopted without the specific prior approval of the

Railway.



• Where the cable is laid under railway track(s) it shall be

laid through cast iron pipes or spun concrete pipes of

suitable diameter and strength. In order to avoid

disturbance to the railway track/formation in case it

become necessary to lay additional cable(s) in future, it

would be advantageous to provide protective pipes of

adequate (larger) diameter initially to cater for

additional cables. The specifications for the pipes to be

used shall be submitted to the Railway for approval.



• The pipe shall be laid at not less than one metre below

the formation level. It shall be possible to withdraw the

cable(s) for repairs or replacement without disturbing

the railway track or formation. Long lengths of pipe

shall be laid with a gradient to facilitate drainage of

water if any. The pipe shall be laid upto the railway

boundary at both ends or upto the point as prescribed

by the Railway. The laying of the cable in the Railway

premises shall be in accordance with the latest edition

of 15:1255-1967 "Code of Practice for Installation and

Maintenance of Power Cables".



• Where the cable is to be laid under a railway

track(s) the use of cast iron or spun concrete pipe

for protection of the cable is obligatory and such

pipe shall be laid in accordance with the contents of

clause-7.



• The armouring and sheathing of the underground

cable laid across or near any electrified railway track

shall be earthed by independent earths at the two

sealing ends of the cable. No further earthing of the

armouring and sheathing of the cable shall be done

within 500m. of the electrified track. The scheme and

method of earthing shall specifically be approved by

the Railway.



• Where the ends of a cable of an underground

crossing are terminated on structures for connection

to an overhead line, such structures shall comply

with the Regulations in so far as they are applicable

to overhead line crossings in respect of structures.



• Each cable crossing shall be indicated by at least two cast iron

cable markers, one at each end of the crossing, within the

railway boundaries. The cable marker shall be fixed at both ends

of the underground crossings. They shall be of a design

approved by the Railway. The following information shall be

clearly marked on the markers:

Electrical Cable Volts

Number Cables

Danger
In english, hindi and the vernacular of the 

district

Depth of cable Below track level

Depth of cable 
Below ground level between the toe of bank 

and railway fencing



Annexure A.4.01

DATA, DESIGNS, CALCULATIONS AND 

DRAWINGS TO BE FURNISHED BY OWNER

• The following data, designs, calculations and drawings

together with the application for the proposed power

line crossing incorporating the particulars as detailed

below - all in duplicate shall be furnished by the owner

to the Divisional Railway Manager (Electrical) for

approval by the Electrical Inspector of the Railway.



A) Data And Designs

1. Location of the proposed crossing, the names of

railway stations on either side of the crossing, the

distance of the crossing from the nearest railway

station, the painted numbers of Telegraph poles and or

traction mast or structures between which the crossing

is proposed to be located and the exact location in

relation to such poles or masts or structures.



Note: The alignment of the crossing should, as far as

possible be at the mid-point of the span between

adjacent traction masts or structures in the case of

electrified tracks.

2. Particulars of the overhead line, including voltage,

frequency, number of phases, size of conductors etc.

and whether the neutral is earthed or not and if

earthed, the type of earthing.

3. Wind pressure adopted.

4. Temperature data adopted.



5. Particulars of ice/snow loading, if any, adopted.

6. Factors of safety adopted in the designs, for

conductors, structures, guard wires/cross wires If

provided, earth-wire, stay wire, insulator-strings, etc.

7. Design calculations of structures and foundations for

the crossing span, communication lines or guarding, if

any.

Note: If the structures and foundations are of standard type

used for the transmission/ distribution line concerned,

the detailed design calculations shall be furnished.



8. Calculations leading to the minimum values under

worst conditions of the following:

i) Vertical clearance between the lowest crossing

conductor, communication lines and/or guarding

and the different railway tracks in the crossing

span.

ii) Vertical clearance between the lowest crossing

conductor, Communication lines and/or guarding

and railway's conductors of the traction system or

other conductors if any.



iii) Horizontal clearance to railway mast/ structure/

building, if any.

iv) Lateral clearance to the nearest Railway

mast/structure/building, if any.

Note: Full particulars of the number, size, material and

characteristics of various wires and conductors shall

be furnished.

9. Particulars of insulators, bridling of the conductors.

10. Details of guarding, size of guard and cross wires and 

their characteristics. A detailed drawing showing the 

guarding arrangement, if provided, shall be given.



11. Size and characteristics of guy wire, if provided, and 

the number of supports.

12. Details of earthing indicating the earth electrode, size 

of earthing connection, method of connection to the 

support and the method of artificial soil treatment if 

proposed. Details of counterpoise earthing, if 

contemplated, shall be furnished.

Full particulars of the number, size, material and

characteristics of various wires and conductors shall

be furnished.



13. Details of protection against moving road vehicles.

14. Particulars of anti-climbing devices, if provided, and

warning and caution notices.

15. Detailed scheme of protection for the

transmission/distribution line including particulars of

relays, operating times etc. and particulars of circuit

breakers, if any.



b) Drawings

1. Layout and site plan of the proposed crossing

indicating railways boundaries.

2. Longitudinal elevation of the crossing. The

drawing shall indicate full particulars of one span

on either side of the crossing span with various

clearances with respect to the Railway track(s).

The drawing shall show the cross-section of the

railway formation and tracks.



3. Drawing for warning and caution notices.

Note:

i) All drawings shall be in standard sizes as prescribed in the

latest edition of 1S-.696-1972 "Code of practice for General

Engineering Drawings".

ii) All drawings are to ,be endorsed with a certificate as given

below:

"I hereby certify that the details of the equipment provided are

designed with the object of minimising danger In the event

of breakage/fault and in accordance with recognised modern

Engineering Practice“, and signed by the owner.



a) Data and designs:

1. Location of the proposed cable crossing, the names of

the railway stations on either side of the crossing the

distance of the crossing from the nearest railway

station, the painted numbers of telegraph poles or

traction masts or structures between which the

crossing is proposed to be located and the exact

location in relation to such poles or masts or

structures.



2. Supply system particulars, particulars of cables, their number,

size and number of cores, voltage, type of insulation,

armouring etc.

3. Full particulars of the protective pipe for the crossing.

4. Method of earthing of the cable armouring and sheathing, if

any.

5. Method of making the cable crossing for identification.

6. Design calculation for masts/structures for supporting and

terminating cable (s), and drawings to show that the

masts/structures would not foul the railway track(s) in the

event of their failure in so far as movement or railway

vehicles is concerned.



b) Drawings

1. Layout and site plan including route, location of

structures, if any, for supporting and terminating the

cable and railways boundaries.

Note:

Earths in the vicinity (upto 100m all round) of the

crossing shall be distinctly indicated.



2. Drawings showing cable/crossing marker.

Note:

i) All drawings shall be in standard size as prescribed

in the latest edition of 1S:696-1972 "Code of

practice for General Engineering Drawings".

ii) All drawings are to be endorsed with a certificate

as given below:

“I hereby certify that the details of the equipment

provided are designed with the object of minimising

danger in the event of breakage/fault and in accordance

with recognised modern Engineering Practice”.



• Alongwith a reproducible print, eight copies of the

drawings showing the completed power line

crossing shall be furnished to the Railway along

with the "Certificate of Compliance (as at Annexure

A.4.03 to the Regulations).
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OVERHEAD LINE CROSSING WITH PIN INSULATOR



ANNEXURE A.4.02

AGREEMENT FOR 

ERECTING AND MAINTAINING 

AN OVERHEAD POWER LINE CROSSING 

OVER AND ACROSS RAILWAY TRACKS

(Pls. refer ACTM Vol.-II Part –II Page No.91)



AN AGREEMENT made this (DATE) day of (MONTH)

(YEAR) BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT OF INDIA acting through

the Chief Electrical Engineer/Divisional Railway

Manager/Divisional Railway Manager (Electrical) of the ——

Railway administration (hereafter called "the Railway") of the one

part and ———(hereinafter referred to as "the owner“) of the other

part. WHEREAS the owner wishes to erect an electric overhead line

and carry out the works connected therewith for transmission of

distribution of electrical energy over and across the railway tracks

and/or land at kilometrage——in the section——at————railway

station, of the Railway, the said overhead line where it crosses the

railway tracks and/or land works connected therewith hereinafter

referred to as the "crossing". Now IT IS HEREBY AGREED AS

follows:



1. General: The Railway will permit the owner as from

the ———— day of ————— 20 , to lay the

crossings as per Drg. No. ———approved by the

Railway hereunto attached as Annexures, and in

compliance with Regulations for Power line crossing

of Railway tracks hereunto attached as Annexures

hereinafter referred to as the Regulations, for the

purposes hereinbefore mentioned subject to the terms

and conditions hereinafter contained.



2. Permission to erect and maintain the crossing:- The

Railway will, subject to the provisions of clause 3

hereinafter contained, permit the owner to erect and

maintain in accordance with the Regulations the

crossing over and across the Railway tracks and/or

land at the place(s) shown on the said drawing and to

execute all repairs in connection therewith when

necessary from time to time and all such works shall

be executed at the cost of the owner at such times as

may be permitted and to the satisfaction of the Railway

in all respects.



• Provided that if shifting of or modifications to or

dismantling of the crossing is required for the proper

functioning of the Railway and is to be carried out by

the owner as desired by the Railway, the costs of such

works shall be borne by the Railway except in those

cases where the need for such works on account of

Railway's anticipated development/ requirements was

foreseen in time and the owner had agreed in writing

prior to the construction of the crossing to meet the

costs of such works.



3. Railway to carry out protection works:- In the event

of it being necessary in the opinion of the Railway to

support or protect the railway tracks and/or land or

works during the erection of the crossing or the

execution of any repairs thereto or any removal

thereof the work of supporting of or protecting the

railway tracks or land and resorting the tracks and/or

land to its original condition or such part of the said

work as the Railway shall deem fit will be carried out

by the Railway at the cost of the owner in all respects.



• The amount of such costs will be determined by the

Railway in its absolute discretion and will be paid by

the owner to the Rly. on demand. The owner will, if

so required, deposit with the Railway prior to the

carrying out of the said work such sum of money as

may be estimated by the Railway to be the cost of the

work required to be done and the amount of the said

deposit will be set off against the said cost to be

determined as aforesaid and the balance paid as

aforesaid.



4. Cost of Supervision of works

All works in connection with the matters referred to in

clauses 2,3 and 6 will be subject to such supervision

by the Railway as may be considered necessary by the

Railway and the owner will pay to the Railway on

demand all costs of such supervision including the cost

for the staff required to look after the safety of the

railway tracks and/or land while all or any of such

works are/work is in progress. The costs of such

supervision and other costs as aforesaid shall be

determined by the Railway in its absolute discretion.



5. Access

Neither the owner nor his employees will at any time

enter upon the railway land for any purpose

whatsoever in connection with the crossing as

aforesaid without the consent in writing of the

Railway.



6. Modification, shifting or removal of crossing

If for convenience of operation, unsatisfactory

maintenance or for any reason whatsoever the Railway

desires special maintenance, repairs, modification,

shifting or removal of the crossing the owner will,

subject to the provisions of clause 3 hereof carry out

such works or such portion thereof from the date of

notice issued by the Railway and to the satisfaction of

the Railway within a reasonable period determined by

the Railway In Its absolute discretion as the Railway

shall not under provision of clause 3 hereof proposed

to carry out the work.



• If the owner so desires he may re-erect the same at this

own expense but to the satisfaction of the Railway In

all respects on such other land or track of the Railway

as it may in its absolute discretion consider suitable

and available for the purpose. In the event of the

crossing being so re-erected the land on which the

same is re-erected will be used and occupied upon the

terms of the Agreement mutatis mutandis, as if the

same has originally been subject to this Agreement.



7. Termination of Agreement by the Railway

The Railway may be any time (and from time to time) be

at liberty in its absolute discretion to suspend temporarily

and/or terminate this Agreement and all or any of the

privileges hereby granted upon the expiration of three

months' notice in writing of its intention to do so being

left at or sent to the registered office of the owner/and not

withstanding that the owner may have executed any work

of a permanent or temporary character and incurred

expenses in the execution thereof. The owner shall not be

entitled to any damages or compensation by the reason of

such termination or suspension.



8. Same as otherwise provided in this contract, all

notices to be given on behalf of the President of

India and all other actions to be taken on his behalf

may be given or taken on his behalf by the Chief

Electrical Engineer/Divisional Railway

Manager/Divisional Railway Manager (Electrical)

of the Railway.



9. Termination of Agreement by the owner:

The owner may on giving to the Railway one

month's notice in writing terminate this Agreement

and such notice shall be sufficiently served if sent

by registered post to the Chief Electrical

Engineer/Divisional Railway Manager/ Divisional

Railway Manager (Electrical) of the Railway or left

at his office.



10. Termination of Agreement for default:

In the event of the Railway giving notice under Clause 7

hereof for special maintenance, repairs, modification,

shifting or removal of the crossing and the owner failing

within the time stipulated to carry out the said works

except such position thereof as the Railway may propose to

carry out under the provisions of clause 3 hereof or in the

event of the owner committing any other breach of this

Agreement or any part thereof, the Railway shall be

entitled in its absolute discretion (notwithstanding the

provisions of clause 8 hereof) to terminate this Agreement

and all and any of the privileges hereby granted upon the

expiration of six months' notice In writing of its intentions

to do so being given in the manner provided in clause 7.



11. Removal of crossing:

Prior to the termination of this Agreement and subject to

the provisions of clause 3 hereof the owner will at his own

cost remove the crossing from the property of the Railway

and restore the land to its original condition to the

satisfaction of the Railway in all respects. In the event of

the owner failing to remove the said crossing and restore

the land to its original condition in the manner

hereinbefore provided the Railway will be entitled at its

option immediately after the termination of this Agreement

to carry out the work of removal of the crossing and

restoration of the land without being responsible for any

loss or damage whatsoever to the said crossing or any part

thereof.



• In such an event the owner will pay to the Railway

on demand all costs Incurred by the Railway in

connection with such work including supervision

charges, the amount which will be determined by

the Railway in its absolute discretion. The said

crossing and the materials used in connection

therewith and belonging to the owner will be and

remain the property of the owner but the Railway

will be entitled to retain the same but without any

liability therefore until the amount of such costs as

aforesaid have been paid by the owner to the

Railway.



12. Indemnity

The said crossing will be used at the sole risk and

responsibility of the owner. If at any time owing directly

or indirectly to such use or to the existence of the said

crossing or to the carrying out of the work of erection

and/or repair and/or removal of the said crossing and

restoring the land to its original condition or to the

exercise by the owner of any privileges hereby granted or

to nay other cause arising out of the operation of the

Agreement any damage will be caused to the Railway or

to the permanent way and works, Rolling Stock or any

other property of the Railway or if in consequence of any

of the matters aforesaid or of any default In fulfilling any

of the conditions of this Agreement or of any negligence

on the part of the owner or any person connected with



12. Indemnity

The said crossing will be used at the sole risk and

responsibility of the owner. If at any time owing

directly or indirectly to such use or to the existence of

the said crossing or to the carrying out of the work of

erection and/or repair and/or removal of the said

crossing and restoring the land to its original

condition or to the exercise by the owner of any

privileges hereby granted or to nay other cause

arising out of the operation of the Agreement any

damage will be caused to the Railway or to the

permanent way and works, Rolling Stock or any

other property of the Railway or if in consequence of

any of the matters aforesaid or of any default In



13. Railway Accidents

The Railway shall not be responsible for any damage

to the crossing and other property of the owner due

to any accident in the working of the Railway due to

any cause whatsoever.

14. Sub-letting

The owner will not sub-let, transfer or assign this

Agreement or any of the privileges hereby granted

without the previous consent in writing of the

Railway.



15. Limitation of rights

Nothing herein contained will be construed as

conferring upon the owner or his permitted assignee

any rights over the property of the Railway.

16. Cost of Agreement

All costs and expenses incidental to the preparation

and completion of these presents including Stamp

duty will be borne and paid by the owner.



In witness whereof the parties have hereunto set and subscribed their respective hands and

seals the day, month and years respectively mentioned against their respective signatures.

(Seal of the Owner)                                                        (Signature)

Signed at—--by Shri-- ---for and on behalf of the Owner in the presence of:

1.     Name

Address                                                          (Signature of Witness)

2. Name

Address.                                                                          (Signature)

Signed at-----by Shri-----for and on behalf of the Owner in the presence of:

1. Name

Address.                                                         (Signature of Witness)

1. Name

Address.                                                        (Signature of Witness)

Notes.1. In the case of Railway Companies or Port Commissioners Railways, the term

Chief Electrical Engineer wherever occurring in this Agreement may be

replaced by the designation of the Officer on whom the duties of the Chief

Electrical Engineer devolve.

2 The agreement should be signed on behalf of the President of India by an

officer duly authorised under Article 299 (1) of the Constitution of India.



ANNEXURE A.4.03

AGREEMENT FOR 

ERECTING AND MAINTAINING AN 

UNDERGROUND POWER LINE CROSSING 

ACROSS AND UNDER RAILWAY TRACKS

(Pls. refer ACTM Vol.-II Part –II Page No.95)



ANNEXURE A.4.04

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

(Pls. refer ACTM Vol.-II Part –II Page No.98)






